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Scope of the course

� Time schedule: 10 lectures a 2h + 2 class exercises a 2h;  3x a week

� Course level: Advanced, suited for graduate students; though 
undergraduate students are also encouraged 

� Exam � Written, date  to be announced later

� Literature: 

�   �Handbook of applied cryptography�, Menezes, Oorschot,  
Vanstone; Chapters 9 and (10), Bart Preneel, Ph. D Thesis, 1993

�  Scientific articles, references to important ones will be given

� A small project for interested students is an option (more ECTS credits)

� Background: Basic discrete math and probability theory
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Course topics

1. Introduction, 
definitions

9. MACs: Design

12. AHS, new 
proposals

11. Exercise 2: 
Cryptanalysis MAC

10. MACs: 
Cryptanalysis

8. Cryptanalysis of BC 
based hash; M-D extension

7. Cryptanalysis of
dedicated hash func.

6. Design: Dedicated
hash functions

5. Exercise 1: Attacking 
Hash schemes

4. Design: Tree hash,
 modular arithm. hash

3. Design: hash functions
from block ciphers

2. M-D, Generic attacks, design 
of compression function
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Overview of the course
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What is a hash function ?

� Informally a message of arbitrary length is mapped  to a hash value, 

message digest, hash code of length n.

� Formally  h: {0,1}*  -----> {0,1}n , 

Hereby I confirm  the loan of
 10000 $ to Bil G.

John McHash

Hash algorithm

ad12bde650845356bde3
80 bit  m essage digest Sam e hash value - collision

Selective 
forgery
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Why do we need hash functions ?

� One familiar application is hashing the password.

� Logging on your computer requires a  password � it is saved in 
encrypted or in hashed form

�  Problem given h(m) find m � one way property

Password Hash/encrypt

password

Compare

Hashed/

Encrypted

System value

Passw. file

?
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Preimage resistance
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Hash

function

Alice�s 

Public keyyes no

Message Signature transmit Message Signature

Alice Bob

Public key

algorithm

Alice�s 

Private key

Hash value

Hash

function

Hash value 1

Public key

algorithm

Hash value 2

Digital Signature
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Signing message digest

� The problem is that public key algorithms are slow, exponentiation in RSA, 
md  mod N takes  O(N2 )  clocks. For 1024-bit number 106  clocks !!

� If the message is long this becomes a problem � solution is to compress the 
message by hashing and then sign.

                    

Attacker tries to find collision for a given hash value, 
     e.g. claiming he signed  another message
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Second preimage resistance
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Collision resistance

� Usually only existential forgery (not in control of the messages), but 
indicates the weakness of hash design

� 2n/2 due to birthday paradox 

Who cares if we get collisions
for two random messages ? 

� Can we find meaningful 
   collisions ? 
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 X.509 certificates 

serial number

validity period

real cert
domain name

real cert
RSA key

X.509 extensions

signature

identical bytes

(copied from real cert)

collision bits

(computed)

chosen prefix

(difference)

serial number

validity period

rogue cert
domain name

real cert
RSA key

X.509 extensions

signature

set by

the CA
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Meaningful coliding fields in X.509
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Historical development

� R. Merkle  introduced the concepts of one-way functions, preimage 
and 2-nd preimage resistance, tree authentication  late 70s

� Universal classes of hash functions� Carter & Wegman, late 70s

� Simmons, authentication codes, late 70s

� Hash functions based on block ciphers, late 70s

� Damgård -  CRHF (Collision Resistant Hash Function) late 80s

� MDx  and SHA families from mid 90s (dedicated hash functions)

� Hash functions based on modular arithmetic
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Design methods for hash functions 

� There are four main construction methods for hash functions:

1. Hash functions based on block ciphers

2. Customized hash functions 

3. Hash functions based on modular arithmetic

4. Provably secure hash functions based on number theory e.g. using 
DiscreteLog Problem

� Also non-sequential approach � tree hashing 
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Iterative hashing

� Since hash functions maps arbitrary length to a fixed length  
obvious choice is iterative processing of the message.

� To compute a hash value of message M, M is split into blocks of 
fixed length M=M1|| M2|| . . . || Mt and  each block is processed in a

     similar way.

� Need for a compression function  f : {0,1}n+r ---> {0,1}n

0

1( , ) 1

( )

i i i

t

H IV

H f H M i t

h M H

�

�

� �

�

�
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Merkle-Damgård chaining

� Easy and elegant but many problems: for instance remove x1 and use H1  

instead of IV  (if IV is not fixed)

( )h x
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Iterated hashing � general model
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Merkle-Damgård meta method

� Merkle-Dam gard  m ethod prevents that  there is a m essage 
which is a tail of another m essage.

� It  rem ains to find collision resistant  com pression funct ion or 
one-way com pression funct ion !  
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Dedicated hash functions

Most famous family of hash functions, even new standard AHS changed the 
name to SHA-3
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MD4 and tweaks

� Replacements and derivatives, MD5, SHA, SHA1, SHA-256 ...
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MD5 security
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SHA-1
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History of MD family
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Requirements on hash functions (informal)

h
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Flipping a single bit � SHA 
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Flipping a single bit II
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Effect of flipping a single bit III
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Flipping �a few dedicated bits�

� Collision for reduced round SHA-1 (58 rounds out of 80), 

current record 70/80 rounds

Single bit difference  b=1011
                                  3=0011  
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Alternative to MD - Tree approach

4 processors compute h
 in 3 steps

MD (sequential approach)
needs 8 comput. 
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Secure hash functions from block ciphers
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Rate of BC hash functions

� Consider DES, the block size is 64 bits and key length 56 bits

� Message digest only 64 bits : hash 232 random messages and find collision 
(birthday paradox)

� AES : block length  128 bits, key length variable, say 128 bits

 -- Not enough for a long term security hash 264 random messages 

� Both of rate 1 � one encryption per message block 

Solution � double-length hash functions
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Rate 1/2 double-length compression

MDC-2
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Why we do not use BC based hashing ?

Main reasons : 

�  One or more encryptions to process a single block (still slow)

�  Key schedule for each encryption

�  Security of underlying cipher does not necessarily imply security of 
hash function, due to iterated structure.

� Problem : Design of high rate hash functions is everything but 

easy !
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Advanced Hash Standard

 

� MOTIVATION : 
•  Many hash funct ions broken including standards – 

need for a new long-term  standard

•  Variaty of designs not  only MD iterated m ethod

� PROBLEM : 
�  We understand very lit t le about  hash funct ions

•  New  hash funct ions becom es slow er t hen 

previous designs !
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Performance of hash functions
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AHS timelines
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Message Authentication Codes (MAC)

� Hash function with secret key
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Why do we need MACs ?

� Hash function is public :

� Provides message integrity

� No message authentication (who created the message and message 
digest)

� But if secret key K is involved in algorithm you expect nobody else 
can create MAC but parties sharing the same key 

� PROBLEM : Two parties share the key, who created the MAC then.

� No non-repudation property.
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� MAC

�Generate a fixed length MAC for an 

arbitrary length message

�A keyed hash function

�Message origin authentication

�Message integrity

�Entity authentication

�Transaction authentication

� Constructions

�Keyed hash: HMAC, KMAC

�Block cipher: CBC-MAC

�Dedicated MAC: MAA, UMAC

Message Authentication Codes (MACs)

MAC

S
E

N
D

MAC

MAC

Shared 

Secret  Key
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Comparison of Hash Function & MAC

Hash 

function

Arbitrary length

message

Hash 

fixed length

MAC

function

Arbitrary length

message

MAC

fixed length

Secret key

� Easy to compute 
� Compression: arbitrary length input to fixed length output
� Unkeyed function vs. Keyed function

� Computation of  hK (X) �hard� given only X  even large 

   number of   pairs { Xi  , hK (Xi ) } is available

K

hK (X)
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Message Authentication 

Secret key

algorithm
KAB

Shared 

Secret key 

between

Alice and Bob

Secret key

algorithm
KAB

yes no

Message MAC
transmit

Message MAC

MAC�

Alice Bob

Shared 

Secret key 

between

Alice and Bob
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Authentication using keyed hash function
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CBC-MAC example

� ANSI 1982, FIPS 1985, ISO 1987, 
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HMAC scheme
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End of overview 

Course starts here
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Definitions and taxonomy

� A hash functions h  is a function that satisfies (as a minimum) :

� Compression � h maps arbitrary input bitlength to a fixed output 
bitlength, say n,  i.e.  h : {0,1}* ---> {0,1}n

� Ease of computation � given h  and an input  x  easy to compute h(x)

� Additional desirable properties are:

� Preimage resistance � for all prespecified outputs it is computationally 
infeasible to find any input which hashes to the output, i.e. to find any 

preimage x� s.t. h(x�) = y  when given any y for which corresponding 
input is not known.
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2-nd preimage and precomputation of hash values

     2.  2-nd preimage resistance -  computationally infeasible to find any 

second input that has the same hash value as any specified input, i.e. 

given x, to find x� ,            , s.t.  h(x) = h(x�).

� Adversary may precompute outputs for a small number of inputs 
and invert hash function for these inputs. Time-memory attack, 64 
bit hash:

� Select 240 random messages and compute hash values; store these in 
table

� O(240) time and space for the precomputation

� In active phase observe the hash value and compare with the table; 
probability of match (finding preimage) is 240/ 264 = 2-24

� Same reasoning is valid for the 2-nd preimage

'x x�
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Collision resistance, OWHF, CRHF

  3. Collision resistance � it is computationally infeasible to find any two 

distinct inputs x, x�  which hash to the same output, i.e. such that h(x)=h(x�)

� Alternative terminology is :

� Preimage resistant = one-way

� 2-nd preimage resistant = weak collision resistant

� Collision resistance = strong collision resistance

� Definition: A one-way hash function (OWHF) is a hash function 
which is preimage resistant and 2nd preimage resistant

� Definition: A collision resistant hash function (CRHF) is a hash 
function  which is 2nd preimage resistant and collision resistant
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Simplified classification

� In practice CRHF almost always includes preimage resistance
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Relation between the properties 

� Theorem: Collision resistance does not guarantee preimage 
resistance.

     Proof: Let g be a hash function which is collision resistant , g : 
{0,1}*---> {0,1}n. Consider h defined as,

    Then h is (n +1)-bit hash function which is collision resistant but not 
preimage resistant (details exercise)

� The example is more of pathological nature, in practice collision 
resistance imply preimage resistance. 

1|| , if has bitlength 
( )

0|| ( ), otherwise

x x n
h x

g x

�
��
�
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Relation between the properties II

� Theorem: Collision resistance implies 2-nd preimage resistance.

    Proof: Suppose h is collision resistant. Fix an input xj . If h is not 2-nd 

preimage resistant, then it is feasible to find some xi  such that 

h(xi)=h(xj). This contradicts the assumption on collision resistance.

� Fact: Preimage resistance does not guarantee 2-nd preimage 
resistance.

    Justification:                                                                    is one-way 
but second preimage is trivially - x.

2 ; , , large pr( ) mod imesn pq p qf x x n ��
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Application - Example

� DS (using RSA) is applied to hash value h(x) rather than to message 
x.

� h should be 2nd preimage resistant for if not:

�adversary C observes the signature of A on message x

� C  finds x�  such that h(x) =h(x�)

�then C claims that  A has signed x�

� If C can choose the message x  that A signs then h  should be CR:

�C needs only to find collision pair (x, x�)

� Preimage resistance is needed because :

� C may take random y and compute z=ye  mod  n using public (e, n) and 
claim that y  is A�s signature on z (existential forgery)

� A�s signature on z  is zd =yed  mod  n = y ; Hence find x  such that h(x)=z
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Further concepts

� Apart from three standard security measures we have: 

� Pseudo � preimage (different IV�s)

� Second pseudo-preimage (different IV�s)

� Collision for different IV�s (semi-free-start collision attack) � different 
IV�s

� Pseudo- collision (free-start collision attack) � free choice of IV�s

� Non-correlation (input and output bits not correlated)

� Near-collision resistance (h (x) and h(x�) differ in few bits)

� Partial-preimage resistance (part of the input known still hard to 
recover the remainder)
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